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ABSTRACT

A study has been rnade o{ the propagation o{ disturbance along moving
charge-density naves in Nbsec. The results indicate that the Frohlich
currents conveyed by the cDh,s nhich form at lil4K and 59K are, in ef+ect,
carried respectively by positive and by negative charges, in each case yrith
drift velocity rnuch greater than the expected nean velocity of the cDl,. It
is proposed that motion of the cD}J requires the glide along the specimen o{
dislocatiorrs, formed where the clllJ adjoins stationary (possibly surfacel
layers of slightly different wavevector.
INTRI]DUCTION

Frohlich conduction, in which electronE move collectivety as a chargedensity wave (cDlJ), ocEurs in a few quasi lon-dinensional metals in fiilds
stronger than a threshold Etr Nhich originates in the lpinningn o{ the
incornnensurate cDLl by crystal defects Ill, The conduction is cornmonly
discussed in terns of the Fukuyama-Lee-Rice (FLRI rnodet tz,gl, whereby the
cDW becones pinned to randomly-distributed inpurities by de{orming
elastically, and moves past them by'sliding', either as a continuous
elastic body or, in a strong-pinning version recently proposed t4l, by
collapsing in their innediate vicinity.
The measurements brie{ly repor.ted here, o{ the propagation o{
disturbance along moving CDlts in NbSe3, provide a test of the FLR model.
The experinent is analogous in principle to that by which Haynes and
Shockley [5] detected the drift of minority carrierg in semiconductors,
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recor,d the departure of the voltage across co fron its 0hnic value.
I'f the CDh, behaves, in accordance nith the FLR model, as an elaEtic
mediun with frictional damping, the velocity imparted by Iz will spread in

a diffuEion-Iike way along the moving cDhl. The mean velocity v with which
the effect of snall Ia propagates in the laboratory frane is then the dri{t.
velocity Vc which 11 irnposes on the CDIJ. the associated redistribution ot
Frohlich current is expressed by a linear equation o{ the usual {orrn for
combined di{{usion and dritt. The e{fective di{{usivity D is easily shown
to be K dVc/dFr where K is the elastic modulus of the CDht, and F the force
per unit volume exerted on it by Ir.
The propagation of disturbance has now been observed in three Nbsec
specimens, with sinilar results. Cross-sectional areas A $ere * l00pmz,
resistance ratios (300K/4,2K) - 70, and Er - ZooslVcm-r at IZOK, * SomVcn-!
at 45K. Ternrinals (rnr o.?-0.Smn aparil Nere narrow ((20pm) to.avoid phase
slip at I, C and D (whose e{fect on measurenent o{ V appeared srnalll.
RESULTS

of the response of Ic to small Ia appear in figure z. The pulsed
of Iz ib shown at a, and the r.esponse of tc in successive segnents
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FiEure 3" Srift velmr$ty V {Oi and
e*{ective diffusivity S {S} measured
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of the sane specirnen at b, c and d, The records, from the CDh, with onset
temperature Tc = l44Kr were rnade r,ith Ir and Iz flowing conventionally {rom.
A towards f. The spread of disturbance along the specimen is clearly
apparent, tlrough its dif{usive ctrrnponent conceals the effect.o{ drift: the
ratioE X/r (O.?ms-l in d), where X is distance {ron B to the nid-point ol
6D, and r the delay in the response o{ f61 over-estinate V.
CD

The effect of drift is rnore clearly evident in records d and e. These
re{er to the sane CD, but di{der in the direction of Ir and Iar and thus
of V. The nuch greater ef{ect of Iz in d inplies that the dri{t was then
*rom A to f, i,e. in the same direction as the conventional surrent. Thus
the Frohlich current appears in this case to be carried by positive charge.
The opposite result has been obtained {rorn the CDLJ with Tc = 59K! at 40K
the associated Frohlich current appeared to be carried by negative charge,
This diffenence betueen the CDhrs has been seen in all 3 specimens exanined.
!n estinating V and the eftective dif{usivity D {ron records such as
tlrose in figure 2, D nas first #ound from the detay t in the response o{
Ic {or snrall X. V could then be found from the effect of reversing Ir and
Iz (reversal o{ V is expected to change the steady state responie of Ic by
a {actor explVL(l-a)1D1, where L is the distance 4f, and a = AElLl,
The values o{ V and D thus meagured for the l44K CI}hl are shown aE a
{unction of Ir in {igure 3. The Frohlich current Ic induced by Ir is also
shown, For the 59K CDti,r r+hile V and D nere clearly o{ the sane order of
magnitude as in f,igure 3, neasurement was unretiable on account of currentinduced changes in the low-{ield resistance.
For Ir. ( 3.4mA (above which conplications perhaps due to phase-slip
appear), V is approximately proportional to Icy 9ivin9 a ratio VA/Ic =
6,4x10-7muC-r between drift velocity and Frohlich current density. The
diffusivity D varies roughly as dlc/dlr, as would be expected.
CBFIPAFISON t^JITH

FLR PREDICTIONS

The inadequacy Df the FLR rnpdel is already obvious, in the finding that
Frohlich current appeans be carried by positive charges in the case o{ the
144K CDt. Since all the relevant bands are about r/+ full, drift o{ either
CDtrl as a ylhole should be in the sense apFropriate to negative charge.
Apart from the discreparrcy in sign, the drift velocity V {or the t44K is
about two order's o* nagnitude greater than i{ it referred to the sliding o{
the CDIJ as a whole. For such mbtion one would expect VA/I6 - l/p, where p
is the charge density concerned in the CDLI; quarter-filling of a double
band gives tlp = 3.2*rQ-"6cf,-r1 or about Sxl0-s of VA/Iq observed.
Values o{ D, however, are roughly as the FLR model prediEts: they agree
in order of magnitude nith K dvc./dF,.based on an estimate of the screened
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modutug

for the

CDtd,

with dVe/dF derived fron the observed dI€/dIr.

DISCUSSION

clear!y, v is not the velocity at which the whole cDhl slides. Neither,
in view of its sign {or the l44K cDhl, can it re{er to sliding in narrow
filaments (of which, in any case, there was no evidence). Its magnitude and
diver'sity of sign are explicable, houever, if v relers to the motlon of
dislocations in the cDl.| {Dr, in principle, of disconmensurations, but the
presence of these in NbSeo can be discounted 16ll.
Although the role o# dislocations in CDIJ transport has been considered
by marry authors (including Lee and Rice t3ll, experiments have given few
indicationi; of their pregence, except near Eurrent terminals and other
barriers nher.e phase-slip may involve dislocation ctimb. However, the
recent observation b7 csiba et al. l7J, ol the propagation o{ voltage noise
in ftbo.sl'loOor seems to be evidence o{ ihe translation of. a cDtc bein!
e*fected through the glide along the crystal of dislocation loops,
An explanation of the present results in simitar tenms is now prnoposed.
As Frohlich eurr'ent appears alnsst at once when a {ield E ) Er is applied,
ona nnst suppose that in Nbsec such dislocations are present intrinsically,
though during sustained conduction they are cneated at one current terminal
and deqtroyed at the other. A model having the required properties can be
constnucted by assuming the dislocations to arise where ihe'moving cDll, of
equilibrium wavevector qo, adjoins stationary layers (provisionally assuned
to border the crystal surface) having a slightly di{ferent navevector qr.
llotion of the CDIJ in the intelior wjth. veloEity Vc then requires the
dislocations to have velocity Vr = VcQo/(go-qrln rnuch greater in rnagnitude
than V6, and of oppnsite sign if eo ( q.,
It is suggested that the present experiments neasure, in e{fect, the
dri{t of a dislocation array of this type. so that observed dri{t velocity
V (for the propagation o{ changes in Vc} rnay approximate to Vo (essentially
a phase velocity), one uust assume that the pinning and danping forces on
the moving CDhl are exerted through the dislocations at its boundaries (this
leads to an apparent pinning by the crystal surface, consistent with some
recent observations), rd the thickness o{ the moving cDbJ is large compared
with spacing of the dislocations, but small compared with the scale over
which that spacing varies, the elasticity of the CDI confers on the
dislocatien ar.ray an effective elastic modulus Ko = Kllqo-edl/qo. The
diffttsivity D = Ko dvD/dF is then the sane as the FLR value K dvc/dF.
Thus the rnodel can aEgount for the observed values both of v and D. rn
the case of the 144K clll,, stationary surface (or otherl layers having q1 =
l.olqo r'rould give v of the nagnitude and sign obgerved; for the s9K cDtr,
the layers are required to have Qr slightly less than Qo. In each case qr
is slightly sloser tg the conmensurate value 0.2Sb* than is qo.
The extent to which the above behaviour, seen in B specinens g+ one
material, is a general *eature of Frohlich conduction renains to be seen.
clearly, if it proves to be of widespread occurrence, a re-interpretation
of the expenimental data will be necessary in most areas of cDLl transpont.
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